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The BAH considers it unacceptable that
details on specific criteria for the selection of
assessors and co-assessors are regulated in
unpublished SOPs. Consistent transparency of
all processes must be guaranteed. For that
access to the following SOPs must be
ensured:
 PT-01-CallCollFormAss
 OT-01-CallCollFormAss
 PT-02-SubDos
 OT-02-ScoDevDPPSubDos
 SOP D7.2.1, “Guidance for the interaction
with patient representatives, health care
professionals (HCP) and other experts”
SOP “Procedure for Scientific Consistency and
Quality Control”
For an ability to provide an in depth review it
will be important that the current SOP are
shared in confidence e.g., on: a)
Clarification on how EUnetHTA will
appoint their assessors/co-assessors,
and b) when an assess/co-assessor could
hold more than one role at the same
time?

Thank you for your comment. As SOPs only describe the
internal process, not the content of the topic, they are
considered internal documents and for that reason are not
publicly available. We confirm that no additional selection
criteria are mentioned in the referenced SOPs. SOPs that do
not contain crucial information have been removed from the
text, while in case of SOPs that include relevant information,
a summary has been included in the text.

At present this is only available as an SOP
internally to EUnetHTA

As stated in section 3.1, this guidance document does not
cover the procedural steps for selection of assessors and coassessors and who is responsible for their selection. This
topic may be considered for development in the future.

It would be helpful to receive more
information on whether and who is
involved to nominate people for the
assessor/-co-assessor roles? We would

Thank you for your comment. SOPs are considered internal
documents and for that reason are not publicly available.
SOPs only describe the internal process, not the content of
the topic. We confirm that no additional selection criteria are
mentioned in the referenced SOPs. As they do not contain
crucial information, they have been removed and if
necessary, relevant information has been included in the
text.

As clarified in section 2.1, it is not allowed for a person acting
as an assessor or co-assessor to hold multiple roles at the
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recommend a clear criteria-based nomination
process with minimum expertise requirement
to have or to acquire.
It would be helpful to receive more
information on whether the names of the
assessors/co-assessors will be publicly
available before any JCA/CA takes place?
We would recommend transparency of
assessors

Dr Daniel
Widmer UEMO

General

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

General

-

HOG response

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

For UEMO, the principle of no conflicts of interest
and the definition of scientific expertise are the two
important points to create confidence for GPs who
are end users of new technologies.
Article 8(5) of the EU HTA Regulation states:
“Notwithstanding paragraph 4, where, in
exceptional circumstances, the necessary
specific expertise is otherwise not available,
the same assessor or co-assessor, or both,
involved in the joint scientific consultation
may be appointed to conduct the joint clinical
assessment. Such an appointment shall be
justified and subject to approval by the
Coordination Group and shall be documented
in the joint clinical assessment report. This
seems to be reflected in the EUnetHTA21
guidance document for appointing assessor
and co-assessor. But it looks that for

same time, for example, assessor or co-assessor and

project manager.
For the JCAs produced under EUnetHTA 21 consortium
agreement, only the names of the participating
HTAb/institutions will be publicly available. In the future,
according to the HTAR (Article 30: IT platform in the HTA
regulation), the publicly accessible webpage will contain an
up-to-date list of the members of the subgroups and their
appointed representatives, together with their qualifications
and areas of expertise and their declarations of conflict of
interest after the finalisation of the joint work.
Thank you for your comment. We agree that COI and
scientific expertise are very important points for the
appointment of assessors and co-assessors.

Thank you for your comment. Rare/ultra-rare diseases are
given as an example. EUnetHTA 21 may seek a written
expert opinion from an individual (external expert) with a
COI for any health technology under assessment if expertise
is lacking and if it can be proved that despite contacting
several experts no one without a COI could be identified.
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external experts EUnetHTA21 is applying
this possibility only in cases seeking
advice for rare/ultra-rare diseases
making it more restrictive for external
experts than for assessor and coassessor: ”In accordance with the Procedure
Guidance for handling Declaration of Interest
(DOI) and EUnetHTA 21 Confidentiality
Agreement (ECA) forms, under exceptional
circumstances (e.g. lack of available experts
without a Conflict of Interest (COI) for a
rare/ultra-rare disease), EUnetHTA 21 may
still seek a written expert opinion from an
individual with a COI if it can be proved that
despite contacting several experts no one
without a COI can be identified. This
exception refers to individual(s) participating
as external experts and not to the assessor
and co-assessor.” We think this interpretation
is not specified in the regulation and needs to
be harmonized. External experts should
have the possibility to give input for all
kinds of diseases and not only for
rare/ultra-rare diseases in case of
lacking expertise.
Guidance for identifying and handling conflict
of interest (COI) and declaration of interest
(DOI) – and EUnetHTA confidentiality
agreement (ECA) forms is listed as a
deliverable of EUnetHTA21 but is not
applicable to a public consultation
according to the table on the EUnetHTA21

Thank you for your comment. Although the procedural
guidance was not subject of a public consultation, the
document is available here. This procedural guidance
demonstrates the evaluation of potential conflicts of interest.
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website for Joint HTA work. Furthermore it is
stated by EUnetHTA21: “With the
deliverables, EUnetHTA 21 is supporting the
development of guidance documents to be
adopted by the Coordination Group and/or
drafting of implementing legislation by the
European Commission, thus facilitating the
subsequent implementation of the HTA
regulation”. It is a lack of transparency that
this guidance and the respective form are not
subject of a public consultation to enable
stakeholders to give input at this stage of
development.
Four Standard Operating Procedures (“SOP”)
developed during EUnetHTAJA3 are
referenced in the flowing text of the guidance
document as containing relevant information
(PT-01-CallCollFormAss, OT-01CallCollFormAss, PT-02-SubDos, OT-02ScoDevDPPSubDos). They are internal
EUnetHTA documents and not publicly
available. There is no transparency towards
external stakeholders. The relevant guiding
information should be displayed in a binding
way in this guidance document. Either by
providing the relevant SOP in redacted form
or by transporting the relevant information
out. As clearly highlighted in the HTA
Regulation, joint work should be produced
following the principle of good administrative
practice, and it should aim to achieve the
highest level of transparency (Whereas no.

Thank you for your comment. SOPs are considered internal
documents and for that reason are not publicly available.
SOPs only describe the internal process, not the content of
the topic. We confirm that no additional selection criteria are
mentioned in the referenced SOPs.
SOPs that do not contain crucial information have been
removed from the text, while in case of SOPs that include
relevant information, a summary has been included.
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12). Reference to internal SOPs does not
meet this requirement and unnecessarily
creates uncertainty as to what is included in
these SOPs.
The guidance document is linked to many
other documents in the flowing text and as
listed at the end of the guidance document.
Some documents are not accessible as
internal SOPs and one document is still under
development. Besides a lack of transparency
from a procedural perspective as already
stated the interested party has to deal with
unknown content and known/unknown
content in different documents. This adds an
additional layer of complexity to make
meaningful comments. Our suggesstion here
is to present all relevant information to take
into account in a summarized way.
It is stated that the selection criteria for the
appointment of assessors and co-assessors
will be applicable under the EUnetHTA 21
service contract only. Whether they could
also be valid for the HTA Regulation is left
open (although a defined deliverable in the
tender specifications is: "Procedural
guidelines for appointment of assessors and
co-assessors for JCA."). Then it should be
written on the front page, that this
procedural guideline is of limited
duration of validity. In addition it is said

Thank you for your comment. SOPs that do not contain
crucial information has been removed from the text, while in
case of SOPs that include relevant information, a summary
has been included.

Thank you for your comment. On the front page, already
appears the EUnetHTA 21 logo indicating that this deliverable
is applicable under EUnetHTA 21 service contract. Also, it is
clearly stated in the text, section 1.2. Therefore, we do not
consider necessary to add this information in the front page.
On the other hand, as explained in section 3.1, there are
already identified several topics that do not fall under the
scope of the current document but they could be considered
as recommendations for the future. It is expected that the
EUnetHTA21 work will inform the adaptations that possibly
will be needed. Therefore, those adaptations will only
become clear at the end of the service contract.
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that further adaptations are needed to
become valid for the HTA Regulation. This
raises the question what kind of
adaptations are already anticipated by
the authors and why these expected
adaptations are not already included in this
consultation. Furthermore, this approach
raises the general question about public
consultations efficiency as a next round of
consulations seems to be necessary once the
coordination group starts its work.
It remains unclear whether the health
technology developer would be informed of
the composition of the whole assessment
team at the time of official start of a JCA. We
recommend an approach similar to EMA’s
where the pMAH is informed upfront of all
individual members of a MAA assessment
team.

General

HOG response

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

ATMPs include cell therapies, gene therapies,
and tissue-engineered products. These highly
complex treatments differ from traditional
medicines, both in terms of how they are
made and administered and in the type of
benefits they may provide. Some ATMPs, for
example, address the root cause of disease,
offering patients the prospect of a cure after
just a single administration. ATMPs are
sometimes manufactured specifically for a

We have involved external stakeholders in the public
consultations since the very beginning, even for the
EUnetHTA21 work, to be able to build the processes
together, adapt gradually and be better prepared and aligned
for the HTA regulation.

For the JCAs produced under EUnetHTA 21 consortium
agreement, only the names of the participating
HTAb/institutions will be publicly available. In the future,
according to the HTAR (Article 30: IT platform in the HTA
regulation), the publicly accessible webpage will contain an
up-to-date list of the members of the subgroups and their
appointed representatives, after the finalisation of the joint
work.
Thank you for your comment. Your comment is not
considered, since it falls out of the scope of this deliverable.
Nevertheless, it may be taken into account as a future
recommendation.
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given individual, creating a highly tailored
medicine with potentially transformative
benefits for the patient. To support timely
patient access to these therapies, regulators
and some HTA bodies have established new
methods and processes addressing some of
the unique challenges in assessing ATMPs.
While there is a high need to develop
ATMP-specific JCA expertise and
methods both at EU and member state level,
this will take time and resources. At least in
the first phase, it would be key to further
develop such expertise within a selected
subset of HTA-bodies that could become
“specialised centers” in assessing ATMPs.
Focus areas of expertise could be, among
others, on:
1) Generating and using RWE from
natural history, observational studies
or ATMP treatment datasets.
2) Performing indirect comparisons and
data extrapolations in comparing long
term effects.
3) Science and technology behind ATMPs
and experience in assessing them.
EAHP

General

/

EAHP welcomes the procedural guidelines for
appointing assessors and co-assessors
(selection criteria) for the future JCA within
the HTA Regulation. Overall, EAHP agrees

Thank you for your comment. As mentioned in Table 2.2,
absence of Conflict of Interest is a criterion for the
appointment of an assessor/co-assessor. For your kind
information, the procedural guidance for assessing potential
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with the content of the guidelines, but would
insist on the importance of the absence of
any conflict of interest of persons
appointed at assessors/co-assessors.
EAHP reminds that for the JCA to be most
relevant to MS HTA institutions, duplication of
work should be avoided. To enhance the
availability of health technologies across
Europe, the quality of the JCA has to be high
and integrable in the national assessment.
Thus, the assessors and co-assessors have
to be among the best national assessors
and willing to work at an European level
within the "philosophy" applied by the EU HTA
Regulation.
Clarity in terminology – we understand that
both the HTAR and the current EUnetHTA21
guideline refer to both institutions and
individuals when mentioning ‘assessor’ and
‘co-assessor’ (as stated, for example, on
page 5 lines 30-31) however the document
would benefit from the extra precision
provided by a separation in the terms. As
such we propose the use of the terms “lead
and support institution/HTAb” for the
assessment (in the context of the HTAR) and
“assessor/co-assessor” to refer to the
individuals within the lead/support
institution/HTAb who are undertaking the
actual assessment and writing the final
report. Where relevant, EFPIA will make use
of this separation in terms in this response to

conflicts of interest is available here.

Thank you for your comment. It has been taken into account.

Thank you for your comment. As explained in page 6, lines
10-11 and in accordance with the EU HTAR, the terms
“assessor” and “co-assessor” refer to national or regional
authorities and shall appoint their representatives (meaning
the individuals within the national or regional authority).
The text has been revised and amended to further clarify this
point.
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the consultation.
EFPIA

General

A more nuanced concept of a Conflict of
Interest should be adopted distinguishing
between the envisaged role of the individual
in the context of the specific JCA and the
degree of anticipated CoI of the individual.
For example, the assessor/co-assessor or
a member of the assessment team, or
contractor to the team, should not have
any conflict of interest, whereas a
stakeholder (clinician, patient rep)
providing evidence or insights, which will be
made public as part of the JCA, could
potentially have
associations/interactions considered
CoI, if that CoI is disclosed.

Thank you for your comment. However, the COI falls out of
the scope of this guidance document as it is subject of
another deliverable: D7.5 “Guidance for identifying and
handling conflict of interest (COI) and declaration of interest
(DOI)” available here. The procedural guidance outlines
situations where some cases of COI are acceptable for
external experts.

Conflicts of interests are often ones of
degree (some are more conflicted than
others) and especially when considered
alongside the criterion of expected
contribution the
stakeholder/contributor/expert can provide.
There is often a trade-off between COI and
expertise, and as acknowledged in some
areas of medicine (eg. rare diseases,
vaccines) engagement with commercial
entities such as pharmaceutical companies is
positively correlated with actual level of
expertise.
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We recommend that the Guidance better
reflects and accommodates such a tradeoff rather than adopting a hierarchy of
exclusion at the expense of poorer
quality (i.e only in the case where no one
without a COI can be found will someone with
a COI (perceived or real) be considered).
The approach taken by the European
Medicines Agency in its Policy 0044 on
the handling of competing interests of
scientific committees’ members and experts
could be an appropriate starting point for the
definition of such a nuanced approach to
handling conflict of interests for the work to
be carried out under the HTAR.
EFPIA

General

The guidance document addresses the issue
of allocation of assessors and co-assessors on
an individual project basis. One additional
consideration missing from the consultation,
yet a very pertinent one to the longer-term
implementation of the HTA Regulation
(HTAR), is the creation/development of an
overall pool of assessors and coassessors from which specific assessors and
co-assessors will be drawn from.

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless,
creation/development of an overall pool of assessors and coassessors falls out of the scope of this deliverable. It may be
been taken into account as a future recommendation.

It is unclear how the pool of potential
assessors will be made up; how Member
States will nominate individuals, how many
will be made available, and how the activities
11
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will be distributed across Member States. It is
of utmost importance for the success of the
future system of JCA to create an appropriate
pool of assessors with the right expertise; to
have an appropriate level of resources
provided by individual Member States to
meet the demand for JCAs mandated by the
HTAR. The guidance document should
consider including principles related to
expected commitments from Member States
and National Agencies to ensure the expected
capacity is delivered.
EFPIA

General

It will be important to appropriately train
the potential assessors in EU processes
and methodologies to be developed in the
context of the HTAR and to ensure that the
assessment is carried out consistent with EU
methodologies and not reflect bias from their
national level methodologies. A training
programme that focuses on upskilling the
EU assessors is required to ensure right
competence to assess and evaluate complex
trial designs and accompanied statistical
analysis plans. Such training programme
could be foreseen to be conducted jointly with
regulators.

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless, the training of
assessors falls out of the scope of this deliverable. It may be
taken into account as a future recommendation.

EFPIA

General

In the early days of implementation of the
HTAR, Member States will be resourcing both
national and EU processes. The Commission,
Coordinating Group, and National Agencies

Thank you for your comment. The number one criterion for
the appointment of assessor and co-assessor is availability
during suggested timelines.
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therefore need to ensure that
assessors/co-assessors (as well as the
members of the assessment team) assigned
to the new EU JCA process are able to
prioritize their EU activity, given its
importance as a step in accelerating access
for patients to new therapies across all 27
Member States. For example, assessor/coassessors should not change in the middle of
an ongoing assessment due to reprioritization of work at national level (as this
was experienced in EUnetHTA JA3
assessments).
EFPIA

General

EFPIA believes it is important for the
Coordination Group to develop specific
guidelines for the selection of lead and
support institutions/HTAb as well as
assessors/co-assessors for Joint
Scientific Consultations and not rely on a
simple extrapolation from JCA guidance.
JSC foresees a synthesis of advice across
Member States while JCA is an evaluation of
the data provided by the HTD. While we
believe that JSC process can also enrich the
agency and network knowledge, there might
be different competencies required for each
process. For JSC, the understanding of R&D
processes and conduct of clinical trials is
important, including ability to provide advice
on innovative development approaches, e.g.
complex statistical designs. The JSC

Thank you for your comment. The current document refers
only to the selection criteria for JCA and does not include
JSC. Your comment may be taken into account as
recommendation for the future development of the selection
criteria for JSC.
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rapporteurs should also have sufficient
expertise and experience (e.g. through
exposure to similar products) to reflect the
input from the HTD to ensure that the JSC
output is actionable within realistic timelines.
Prof. Giuseppe
Boriani, ESC

General

Takeda

General

General

A general consideration is whether the
Procedural Guidelines will imply some
accelerated assessments by Assessors and
Co-Assessors. We learnt from the COVID
experience that accelerated evaluations may
sometimes be necessary. Therefore, the
framework should include this possibility by
defining different modes of collaboration and
frequency of meetings for these exceptional
cases.
The guidance document addresses the issue
of allocation of assessors and co-assessors
on an individual project basis. A pertinent
consideration to the longer-term
implementation of the HTA Regulation
(HTAR) that is missing is the
creation/development of an overall pool
of assessors and co-assessors from which
specific assessors and co-assessors will be
drawn from.

Thank you for your comment. Your comment is not
considered, since it falls out of the scope of this deliverable.
Nevertheless, it may be taken into account as
recommendation for the future.

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless,
creation/development of an overall pool of assessors and coassessors falls out of the scope of this deliverable. It may be
taken into account as a future recommendation.

It is unclear how the pool of potential
assessors will be made up; how Member
States (MS) will nominate individuals, how
these resources will be secured and how the
activities will be distributed across MS. It is
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of utmost importance for the success of the
future system of JCA to create an appropriate
pool of assessors with the right expertise and
appropriate level of resources provided by
individual MS to meet the demand for JCAs
mandated by the HTAR. The guidance
document should consider including
principles related to expected commitments
from MS and national HTA agencies to ensure
the expected capacity is delivered.
Furthermore, we suggest exploring pairing of
MS with more HTA capacity and expertise to
those with a smaller HTA footprint, at least in
the initial stages, to expand HTA capability
across the EU.
Takeda

General

It will be important to appropriately train
the potential assessors in EU processes
and methodologies to be developed in the
context of the HTAR. As this is a pan-EU
process, it is important to ensure that the
assessment is carried out with a truly pan
European perspective and that the approach
be consistent with EU HTA methodologies and
not reflect bias from MS national level
methodologies. A training programme that
focuses on upskilling the EU assessors and
coassessors is required to ensure adequate
familiarity with the EU HTA methodologies,
right competence to assess and evaluate
complex trial designs and accompanied
statistical analysis plans.

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless, the training of
assessors falls out of the scope of this deliverable. It may be
taken into account as a future recommendation.
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Takeda

General

In the early days of implementation of the
HTAR, MS will be resourcing both national
and EU processes. The Commission,
Coordinating Group, and National Agencies
therefore need to ensure that
assessors/co-assessors (as well as the
members of the assessment team) assigned
to the new EU JCA process have the
capacity to prioritize their EU activity,
given its importance as a step in accelerating
access for patients to new therapies across
all 27 MS. Situations where assessor or coassessors changed in the middle of an
ongoing assessment due to re-prioritization
of work at national level, which occurred in
EUnetHTA Joint Action 3 assessments, should
not be permitted to occur.

Thank you for your comment. The number one criterion for
the appointment of assessor and co-assessor is availability
during suggested timelines.

Takeda

General

Takeda suggests the Coordination Group to
develop specific guidelines for the
selection of lead and support
institutions/HTAb as well as
assessors/co-assessors for Joint
Scientific Consultations (JSC) beyond
the JCA guidance. JSC foresees a synthesis
of advice across MS while JCA is an
evaluation of the data provided by the HTD.
While we believe that JSC process can also
enrich the agency and network knowledge,
there might be different competencies
required for each process.

Thank you for your comment. The current document refers
only to the selection criteria for JCA and does not include
JSC. Your comment may be taken into account as
recommendation for the future development of the selection
criteria for JSC.

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.
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It is described that it is still an open point if
an ad-hoc involvement of a statistical expert
from the SSN is sufficient or whether the
availability of a statistical expert should be a
mandatory requirement.
We agree that it is crucial to involve a
statistical expert in the assessment. We also
strongly recommend that a statistical
expert should always be included in the
assessment.

Thank you for your comment. As mentioned in Table 2.2,
“one member of the assessment team must have scientific
expertise in information retrieval and one member in
statistical analyses”. Therefore, it is a prerequisite that a
statistical expert should always participate in the assessment
team.
More details about the requirements for persons fulfilling the
role of information specialist or statistician have been
included in the text.

In order to avoid uncertainties right now, we
recommend adding examples in which cases
a statistical expert must be contacted. For
example in case of Indirect Treatment
Comparisons, Treatment Switching
Adjustment Methods, Analyses of PROs,
Synthetic control groups, Subgroup analyses,
Surrogate validation, etc.)
Takeda

5-6

It is described that it is still an open point if
an ad-hoc involvement of a statistical
expert from the SSN is sufficient or whether
the availability of a statistical expert should
be a mandatory requirement.
We agree that it is crucial to involve
statistical experts in the assessment and
strongly recommend that a statistical expert
should always be included in the assessment.

Thank you for your comment. As mentioned in Table 2.2,
“one member of the assessment team must have scientific
expertise in information retrieval and one member in
statistical analyses”. Therefore, it is a prerequisite that a
statistical expert should always participate in the assessment
team.
More details about the requirements for persons fulfilling the
role of information specialist or statistician have been
included in the text.
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In order to avoid uncertainties and to develop
a predictable and consistent process, we
recommend adding examples in which cases
a statistical expert must be contacted. For
example, in case of indirect treatment
comparisons, treatment switching adjustment
methods, analyses of patient reported
outcomes, synthetic control groups, subgroup
analyses, surrogate or intermediate endpoints
etc.)
EUPHA-HTA

Table
2.2

Eurordis

4

1

Eurordis

5

32-33

The criteria included in the table refer also to
the assessment team as a whole and not to
assessor and co-assessor only. I would
make it clear both in the caption of the table
and in the text. Furthermore, it would be
specified how potential conflicts (i.e.,
assessor and co-assessors from HTAb satisfy
individual criteria but overall the assessment
team does not fit with criteria 4 and 5) could
be manged. It appears that the procedural
aspects are not part of this guidance but,
because of that, it could me helpful to leave
out (or better clarify) some criteria that do
not refer specifically to the appointment of
assessor or co-assessors.
In the List of Abbreviation, please include the
acronyms of the HTA bodies mentioned in the
document
In accordance with Article 8(4) of the HTAR,
if the health technology has been the subject

Thank you for your comment. All criteria should be met
either at an individual level, an institutional level, or an
assessment team level, therefore, potential conflicts as the
ones mentioned are not expected.
It has been clarified in the text which criteria are expected to
be fulfilled at individual, institutional or assessment team
level.

Thank you for your comment. They are mentioned in page 2.

In terms of the appointment of the JCA assessor/co-assessor,
the HTAR only expects the individual to be different than the
18
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of a JSC, the assessor and co-assessor shall
be different from those appointed for the
preparation of the JSC
outcome document.

one engaging in the joint scientific consultation of the same
product in the same indication. Engagement in a scientific
consultation at a national level is not discussed in the HTA R
when selecting assessor/co-assessor.

Comment: In situations where the developer
asked for a scientific consultation at a
national level, the assessor or the coassessor can be the same than the one
appointed for the preparation of the national
scientific consultation outcome document.

EFPIA

General
and p.5

1,2

The Guidance Document states that many of
the supporting SOPs are internal EUnetHTA21
documents and thus not publicly available
even though much of the guidance contained
within this document clearly relies on these
SOPs for both completeness and context. This
makes much of the guidance and its context
difficult to interpret or understand fully, thus
undermining the value of a public
consultation.

Thank you for your comment. SOPs are considered internal
documents and for that reason are not publicly available.
SOPs only describe the internal process, not the content of
the topic. We confirm that no additional selection criteria are
mentioned in the referenced SOPs.
SOPs that do not contain crucial information have been
removed from the text, while in case of SOPs that include
relevant information, a summary has been included in the
text.

It is essential that consultees are provided
with all information referenced in the
guidance. If this information is included in
EUnetHTA21 SOPs, then, these documents
need to be made available to ensure all
potential considerations can be addressed
during consultation
19
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Liebenhoff,
BAH

5

1&2

The BAH considers it unacceptable that
details on specific criteria for the selection of
assessors and co-assessors are regulated in
unpublished SOPs. Consistent transparency
of all processes must be guaranteed. For that
this sentence must be deleted and access to
the SOPs must be ensured.

Thank you for your comment. SOPs are considered internal
documents and for that reason are not publicly available.
SOPs only describe the internal process, not the content of
the topic. We confirm that no additional selection criteria are
mentioned in the referenced SOPs.
SOPs that do not contain crucial information have been
removed from the text, while in case of SOPs that include
relevant information, a summary has been included in the
text.

EFPIA

5

30,31

Replace: “The appointments shall take into
account the scientific expertise necessary for
the assessment.” With “Necessary scientific
expertise (e.g. experience in the relevant
disease area) for the assessment should be
the a priori condition for the appointments”.

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
considered, as the current wording is in line with the HTAR.

Takeda

5

Lines 30,31

Replace: “The appointments shall take into
account the scientific expertise necessary for
the assessment.” With “Necessary scientific
expertise (e.g. experience in the relevant
disease area) for the assessment should be
the a priori condition for the appointments”.

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
considered, as the current wording is in line with the HTAR.

Medtech
Europe (MTE)

6 CSCQ

General

We welcome the build-up of a Committee for
Scientific Consistency and Quality (CSCQ)
that is in charge of the process that ensures
the scientific consistency and quality of
activities and deliverables.

Thank you for your comment. More details regarding the
scientific expertise requirements of the assessment team
have been added in the text.

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

We propose however not to limit its role to a
20
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Quality check at the end of the process but as
well define the requirement and
continued knowledge/expertise
gathering (possible hands-on) and
accreditation of the assessment
committees. Hereby also identifying
where internal expertise is present and
where external expertise is needed to
ensure an optimal use of expertise and latest
scientific development.

EFPIA

General
and p.6

Takeda

General
and p.6

We recommend the Stakeholder network is
frequently consulted the CSCQ to define new
field of scientific development, the national
specificities and provide a recommendation
on experts.
We acknowledge that the criteria developed
under this guidance document will be
applicable under the EUnetHTA21 service
contract only, however, the EFPIA input to
this consultation is submitted with the view of
translating the applicability of this guidance
document to the HTAR (after further
adaptations).


We acknowledge that the criteria developed
under this guidance document will be
applicable under the EUnetHTA21 service
contract only, however, our input to this
consultation is submitted with the view of
translating the applicability of this guidance

Thank you for your comment and your valuable feedback.

Thank you for your comment and your valuable feedback.
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document to the HTAR (after further
adaptations).
Medtech
Europe (MTE)

7

Table
Our recommendation is to include that as a
minimum assessors/co-assessors should have
experience in medical devices and
associated evidence evaluation methods,
understand the patient impact and have
a good EU member state understanding
of the evidence requirements.
On #1: Availability during suggested
timelines. A special attention is needed to
have a continued available expertise as for
medical technologies the MS require at
different points in time over eg. 10-year
information to inform the national HTA to
take place at that time and continued
evidence generation applies, as well as the
maturing of technology and competitors’
presence advancing from a single to a multi
technology. A consistency and available
expertise will need to be guaranteed.
In any case we propose for the assessment
table to structurally add an additional
column to reflect external experts which
support will be needed especially for
MedTech. This given that for MedTech (vs
pharm) especially with the focus is on
advanced novel technical fields (technologies

Thank you for comment. Scientific expertise related with the
health technology under assessment and availability of the
assessors and co-assessors are already included as
prerequisites (criteria 1 and 4).
More details regarding the scientific expertise requirements
of the assessment team have been added in the text.
Your suggestion (to add an additional column for external
experts) has not been taken into account as this Guidance
document refers to the selection criteria of assessors and coassessors and does not include the external experts which
are subject of another deliverable D7.2.
An assessment team consists of two different roles: a JCA/CA
assessor and a JCA/CA co-assessor. The terms “assessor” and

“co-assessor” refer to national or regional authorities which shall
appoint their representatives in the CSCQ JCA group. They
could be supported in their work by additional members from
their organisation.
According to criterion 3, the assessor and co-assessor should
come from different member states.
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in scope of the regulation are those that need
to pass through a scrutiny process where
there is no precedent technological
development). Beyond the technological
advances within therapeutic medical devices
there is an even larger gap towards more
information enabling technologies as IVD,
NGS, AI, Digital, … and combined health
solutions to come.
The specific criteria listed in row of the table
will then also need to be applied to the extra
column of external experts as contributor to
the assessment team. We look forward to
further discuss these in detail
These will also complement the assessor/coassessor where statistical and data retrieval
expertise is too limited to come to a good
quality assessment. (We propose to already
strengthen the internal assessment team
with complementary competencies such
as therapeutic expertise / experience)
A clarification is also needed who composes
the assessment team (assessor and coassessors) or also additional team
members. In any case requirement should
be assessor – co-assessors are from
preferable different countries)
23
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Eurordis

7

6-14

The spectrum of external experts should be
clarified, and the assessor team should have
the possibility to involve both clinical experts
and patient experts.
Rewording suggestion (explicit)If there is a
need to clarify, then we can just propose this
rewording: "if in-depth specialised expertise
in the therapeutic area concerned is not
available within the assessor or co-assessor
organisations, external experts with relevant
in-depth specialised expertise could provide
input to JCAs to ensure that the joint work is
of the highest scientific quality and reflects
the state of the art. External experts
include both clinical experts and patient
representatives.

EFPIA

7

6-14

HOG response

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

This section covers the possibility of engaging
experts to supplement the assessors and coassessors where the latter do not have the
requisite clinical expertise or technical
knowledge required to produce a JCA of
suitable quality. More details are required as
to the nature and the role of such
external experts. Is it envisioned that they
could be available to respond to questions on
the interpretation of clinical data relevant to a
particular therapeutic area, or to conduct
analyses on behalf on the assessors and coassessors or even author sections of the JCA

Thank you for your comment. Text has been amended
accordingly.
According to HTAR: “Such experts should include clinical
experts in the therapeutic area concerned, patients affected
by the disease, and other relevant experts on, for example,
the type of health technology concerned or issues related to
clinical study design.”

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
taken into account as this Guidance document refers to the
selection criteria of assessors and co-assessors and does not
include the external experts which are subject of another
deliverable D7.2.
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itself? Comment is made on the need for
ensuring the scientific integrity of the JCA and
reference is made to SOP D7.2.1. However,
this (unavailable) SOP seems to refer to
engagement with stakeholders in
general and not engagement of
stakeholders for the purposes of
complementing the technical expertise of the
assessor or co-assessor.
This section requires clarification, as there
are several perspectives suggesting how
Clinical Experts could be engaged with the
JCA process. The HTAR indicates clinical
experts (along with, for example,
patients) would be additional
stakeholders in the JCA process.
However, this paragraph seems to have
clinical experts as an extension of the
assessment team. Clinical Experts engaged
as part of the team need to be able to
demonstrate their lack of conflict of interests.
Whereas Clinical Experts engaged as
stakeholders are likely to have had some
degree of engagement with pharmaceutical
companies, at some point in time. As long as
this engagement is reported, captured, it
should not necessarily rule out the Clinician’s
perspective. For rare conditions, there are
often only a small number of relevant clinical
experts, so it would be counter-productive to
rule them out from providing relevant clinical
25
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insights. Similarly, there may be the need to
bring biostatistics or pharmacometrics
expertise, which could be obtained via
learning societies, e.g. EFSPI. Moreover, in
the case of assessments of vaccines by
National Immunisation Technical Advisory
Groups (NITAGs), exclusion of non-industry
experts in vaccinology with ties to industry
and potential CoI may lead to challenges
conducting assessments.
Ensuring appropriate expertise is of the
highest importance, so we recommend that
further guidance on the engagement (and
contracting?) of clinical and other experts to
directly support the assessment teams be
developed. As part of such guidance, it
should be clear that their names,
qualifications, and contributions etc will
be made public in order to ensure
confidence in the scientific integrity of the
JCA.
Lastly, if, for any reason, additional
engagements (to seek expert input) are
required and they go beyond those involving
relevant expert networks (within HTAb,
expert networks or cross MS HTAb), it will be
fundamental to ensure these engagements
are disclosed similarly as above.
Matthew Lien,

7

6-14

Intuitive would like to reiterate support for

Thank you for your comment. It has been taken into account.
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Intuitive

Takeda

7

Lines 6-14

Comment and suggestion for rewording

HOG response
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this section and highlight its importance, as
this will be crucial for a fair and proper
evaluation. We would like to state that indepth specialized expertise should take into
consideration not only the therapeutic area
but the nuances of the technology being
evaluated. Highly complex and innovative
devices often require a more contemporary
approach to their evaluation and should
include subject matter experts on both the
specifics of the technology and therapeutic
area.
This section covers the possibility of
engaging experts to supplement the
assessors and co-assessors where the latter
do not have the requisite clinical expertise or
technical knowledge required to produce a
JCA of suitable quality. More details are
required as to the nature and the role of
such external experts. Is it envisioned that
they could be available to respond to
questions on the interpretation of clinical
data relevant to a particular therapeutic
area, or to conduct analyses on behalf on the
assessors and co-assessors or even author
sections of the JCA itself? Comment is made
on the need for ensuring the scientific
integrity of the JCA and reference is made to
SOP D7.2.1. However, this unavailable SOP
seems to refer to engagement with
stakeholders in general and not engagement
of stakeholders for the purposes of

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
taken into account as this Guidance document refers to the
selection criteria of assessors and co-assessors and does not
include the external experts which are subject of another
deliverable D7.2.
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complementing the technical expertise of the
assessor or co-assessor.
This section requires clarification, as there
are several perspectives suggesting how
Clinical Experts could be engaged with the
JCA process. The HTAR indicates clinical
experts would be additional stakeholders in
the JCA process. However, this paragraph
seems to have clinical experts as an
extension of the assessment team. Clinical
Experts engaged as part of the team need to
be able to demonstrate their lack of conflict
of interests. Whereas Clinical Experts
engaged as stakeholders are likely to have
had some degree of engagement with
pharmaceutical companies, at some point in
time. As long as this engagement is reported,
captured, it should not necessarily rule out
the clinician’s perspective. For rare
conditions and highly specialized technologies
such as ATMPs, there are often only a small
number of relevant clinical experts. It would
be counterproductive to rule them out from
providing relevant clinical insights. Similarly,
there may be the need to bring biostatistics
or pharmacometrics expertise, which could be
obtained via learning societies.
Ensuring appropriate expertise is of the
highest importance, so we recommend that
further guidance on the engagement of
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22-27
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clinical and other experts to directly support
the assessment teams be developed. As part
of such guidance, it should be clear that their
names, qualifications, and contributions will
be made public to ensure confidence in the
scientific integrity of the JCA. We note that
EUnetHTA-21 will be delivering a COI
guidance D7.5 in relation to COI for patient
and clinical experts, however, this guidance is
not currently planned to have a public
consultation. Therefore, we felt it was
important to highlight the need for a
pragmatic approach to COI management for
experts in this consultation response. We call
for a balanced approach to COI for patient
and clinical experts in the JCA and JSC
processes, with full transparency of the
nature of the COI but acceptance of a
measured degree of involvement with
industry. This is particularly important for
rare conditions and highly specialized
technologies there the trade-off of expertise
vs no industry association is the greatest.
As stated above, in the comment referenced
to Table 2.2 row 6 EFPIA believes that the
separation between participation in JSC
and JCA should be made at individual
level, and not at institutional level so as
not to unreasonably exclude institutions from
JCAs.

Thank you for comment. According to the EU HTAR, the
separation between participation in JSC and JCA is made at
institutional level.

We agree that if exceptional circumstance
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arose where it was the same individual
undertaking both the JSC and JCA, it should
be clarified they are undertaking the JCA
because of their general experience and
expertise, and not because they were
engaged in the JSC.
Moreover, a specific procedure should be
considered to allow the possibility for
individuals involved in the JSC to be part of
the JCA assessment team so that the
assessment benefits from a broader
understanding/contextualization of the
evidence generation plans.
Takeda

7

Line 22-27

As stated above, in the comment referenced
to Table 2.2 row 6
Takeda believes that the separation
between participation in JSC and JCA
should be made at individual level, and
not at institutional level so as not to
unreasonably exclude institutions from JCAs.

Thank you for comment. As per the EU HTAR, the
interpretation is a separation between participation in JSC
and JCA is made at institutional level.

We agree that if exceptional circumstance
arose where it was the same individual
undertaking both the JSC and JCA, it should
be disclosed.
Moreover, a specific procedure should be
considered to allow the possibility for
individuals involved in the JSC to be part of
the JCA assessment team so that the
30
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assessment benefits from a broader
understanding/contextualization of the
evidence generation plans.
Prof. Piotr
Szymański,
Chair of ESC
Regulatory
Affairs
Committee

7

9-10

Prof. Piotr
Szymański,
Chair of ESC
Regulatory
Affairs
Committee

7

13-14

OAK Access

7

11-12

In the document, it is stated that "clinical
experts should be selected for their subject
matter expertise and act in an individual
capacity rather than representing any
particular organisation, institution or Member
State". While this is a commonly adopted
practice, it would be appropriate to
engage experts also on behalf of
organisations, to present views that are
collective rather than individual, for
example to ensure better alignment of the
opinions with clinical practice guidelines, that
in most instances have profound influence on
clinical practice.

As stated in the HTAR: “the Coordination Group should
engage and consult widely with stakeholder organisations
with an interest in Union cooperation on HTA, including
patient organisations, healthcare professional organisations,
clinical and learned societies, health technology developer
associations, consumer organisations and other relevant nongovernmental organisations in the field of health. A
stakeholder network should be set up to facilitate dialogue
between stakeholder organisations and the Coordination
Group.”

SOP D7.2.1 “Guidance for the interaction with
patient representatives, health care
professionals (HCP) and other experts” is
"under development” (as specified in the
table at p. 9) - for HCPs and expert
organisations/academia, this SOP is critical.
Therefore, current document should be
considered incomplete in this regard. Public
consultation should allow to comment on
this Guidance as soon as it is available
and before consultation period for the
current is closed.
”The independence and impartiality of clinical

Thank you for your comment. Unfortunately, it is foreseen
that D5.3 will be finalised and publicly available by 3/6/22,
while D7.2 will be available for public consultation on 1/8/22.
Due to strict timelines, there is not possibility to modify the
timelines.

Therefore, it is foreseen to engage experts also on behalf of
organisations. Nevertheless, this topic is subject of another
deliverable (D7.2).

Thank you for your comment. As explained in section 2.2,
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experts involved should be ensured and
conflicts of interest should be avoided in
order to preserve the scientific integrity of
the JCAs.”
Agreed. However, in case of (ultra) orphan
diseases, there is a chance that there are
such few clinical experts, that these
have all been engaged by the company
already. In that case it would not make
sense for EUnetHTA21 to engage a clinician
with less specific expertise. Therefore, I
would like to suggest 2 things:
1) EUnetHTA21 to provide
argumentation (in the assessment
report) for selection of the consulted
clinical expert
In case no clinician with sufficient expertise
can be found because all already have
engagements with the company, EUnetHTA21
should have the option to select one of those
after all (instead of confiding in a clinician
with less expertise).
To ensure that the involvement of patient
representatives in the JCA will be
implemented in a methodically correct way it
is mandatory that the institutions and the
assessment teams of the assessors and the
co-assessors are able to implement on a
methodically sufficient level the
involvement of patient representatives
of different nations and different
concerns including full accessability for

“under exceptional circumstances (e.g. lack of available 2
experts without a Conflict of Interest (COI) for a rare/ultrarare disease), EUnetHTA 21 may still seek a written expert
opinion from an individual with a COI if it can be proved that
despite contacting several experts no one without a COI can
be identified.”
For further details, please find the Procedural Guidance of the
COI Committee available here.

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
taken into account as this Guidance document refers to
assessors and co-assessors and does not include the
involvement of patients which are subject of another
deliverable (D7.2).
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handicaped people.
Therefore it is important to add to the list of
criteria in table 2-2 the following criteria:
- Expertise and ressources to implement
patient participation (patient
involvement team) and full
accessability (institutional level)
- One member of the assessment team
must have expertise in coaching
patient representatives and
implementing focus group interviews
with patient representatives
(assessment team level)
The guideline should also expand on the job
description of the various individuals
involved in the assessment, the roles and
responsibilities of the individuals within the
assessment team as well as on the additional
expertise needed in the assessment team as
exemplified in the EMA approach.

EFPIA

7

1

Thank you for your comment. Your comment is not
considered, since it falls out of the scope of this deliverable
that it is limited to the selection criteria of assessors and coassessors for JCA/CA and does not include the roles and
responsibilities of the assessment team. It may be taken into
account as a future recommendation.

EFPIA

7

1

Transparency of the selection criteria and the
selection process for each individual in the
assessment team should be provided and,
should a hierarchy of selection criteria be
established, such hierarchy should be
transparent and clarified in the guideline.

Thank you for your comment. The criteria presented in this
guidance document define the main set of requirements for
assessors/co-assessors and all of them should be met either
at individual level, institutional level, or assessment team
level.

EFPIA

7

1

Further definition of the terms “scientific
expertise in statistical analysis/information
retrieval” should be provided (e.g. relevant
education, diploma level etc.)

Thank you for your comment. More details regarding the
scientific expertise in statistical analysis/information retrieval
have been added in the text.
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EFPIA

7

1

Recommend adding an additional criterion at
the institutional level, ensuring the JCA is
appropriately resourced to deliver the
JCA within the designated timeframe and
appropriately prioritised against national
activities.

Thank you for your comment. The number one criterion for
the appointment of assessor and co-assessor is availability
during suggested timelines.

EFPIA

7

1

Table 2.2, row 6:

Thank you for comment. According to the EU HTAR, the
separation between participation in JSC and JCA is made at
institutional level.

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

The desire for separation between JCA and
JSC is understood. However, we propose that
the separation be made at individual
level rather than institutional level (e.g.
move the ‘x’ into the ‘individual level’ column)
so as not to unreasonably exclude
institutions/HTAb which have attended a JSC.
From our point of view this will allow the
same institutions that were involved in JSC to
be appointed as assessors for JCA (but with
different individuals), which is also consistent
with the practice at EMA level, in the
coordination of Scientific Advices and the
subsequent assignment of rapporteurs for the
regulatory approval. Such interpretation can
also consistent with the German translation of
the HTAR (Art 8(4)).
EFPIA

7

1

Recommend adding an additional criterion for
Assessment Team level:

Thank you for your comment. There is already a criterion
(crit. 3) included in table 2.2 that specifies that the assessor
and co-assessor should come from different member states.

Members of the Assessment team should be
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drawn from several Member States in order
to ensure an EU perspective of the JCA, and
avoid a single Member State focus.
Such a geographical spread of members of
the Assessment team will also allow for
capacity building and sharing of expertise
thus enabling ‘on the job training’ for a
broader pool of Member States experts, who
can later on become assessors and coassessors.
Takeda

7

Line 1

Transparency of the selection criteria and the
selection process for each individual in the
assessment team should be provided and,
should a hierarchy of selection criteria be
established, such hierarchy should be
transparent and clarified in the guideline.

Thank you for your comment. The criteria presented in this
guidance document define the main set of requirements for
assessors/co-assessors and all of them should be met either
at an individual level, an institutional level, or an assessment
team level.

Takeda

7

Line 1

Recommend adding an additional criterion at
the institutional level, ensuring the JCA is
appropriately resourced to deliver the JCA
within the designated timeframe and
appropriately prioritised against national
activities.

Thank you for your comment. The number one criterion for
the appointment of assessor and co-assessor is availability
during suggested timelines.

Takeda

7

Line 1

Table 2.2, row 6:

Thank you for comment. According to the EU HTAR, the
separation between participation in JSC and JCA is made at
institutional level.

The desire for separation between JCA and
JSC is understood. However, we propose that
the separation be made at individual level
rather than institutional level (e.g. move the
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‘x’ into the ‘individual level’ column) so as not
to unreasonably exclude institutions/HTAb
which have attended a JSC.
This will allow the same institutions that
were involved in JSC to be appointed as
assessors for JCA (but with different
individuals), which is also consistent with the
practice at EMA level, in the coordination of
Scientific Advice and the subsequent
assignment of rapporteurs for the regulatory
approval. Such interpretation is also
consistent with the German translation of the
HTAR (Art 8(4)).
Takeda

7

Line 1

Recommend adding an additional criterion for
Assessment Team level:

Thank you for your comment. There is already a criterion
(crit. 3) included in table 2.2 that specifies that the assessor
and co-assessor should come from different member states.

Members of the Assessment team should be
drawn from several MS in order to ensure
a pan-EU perspective of the JCA and avoid a
single MS focus.
Such a geographical spread of members of
the Assessment team will also allow for
capacity building and sharing of expertise
thus enabling ‘on the job training’ for a
broader pool of MS experts, who can later on
become assessors and co-assessors. Again,
we suggest exploring the pairing of MS with
more HTA expertise to those with a smaller
HTA footprint, at least in the initial stages, to
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expand HTA capability across the EU.
F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

7

1, 2.1

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

7

1, 2.1

Paolo Morgese
– ARM

7

Table 2-2,
point 4

Is it proposed that all criteria listed in table 22 must be fulfilled to select an individual as
assessor or co-assessor? Does table 2-2
reflect also the order of relevance of the
proposed criteria? If so, it should be stated
clearer in the text. If not all criteria defined
can be fulfilled by available individuals, it
might be useful to have a ranking order for
the selection criteria to select assessor/coassessor.
Scientific expertise is mentioned as a
requirement for assessor and co-assessor to
implement the joint work(criterion 4, table
2.2). Here it is not clear, if this means e.g.
knowledge, understanding and
experience of procedural rules (which is
necessary) or if this means knowledge of
disease area, which we consider as a very
important criterion that should not be missed
for selection of assessor and co-assessor.
Scientific expertise should be clearly defined
here and there should be clear benchmarks of
what the minimum knowledge/experience
should be.
The document refers to qualification
criteria for CSCQ JCA members described
under the SOP “Procedure for Scientific

Thank you for your comment. The criteria presented in this
guidance document define the main set of requirements for
assessors/co-assessors. All of them should be met either at
an individual level, an institutional level, or an assessment
team level.

Thank you for your comment. More details regarding the
scientific expertise requirements of the assessment team
have been added in the text.

Thank you for your comment. SOPs are considered internal
documents and for that reason are not publicly available.
More details regarding the scientific expertise requirements
of the assessment team have been added in the text.
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Consistency and Quality Control”. ARM was
not able to find a public version of this SOP
and a Google search led to passwordprotected webpages. ARM kindly asks for
public access to this and other SOPs relevant
to present and future EUnetHTA21
consultations so that stakeholders are able to
make informed comments.
Eurordis

7

Table 2.2

The distribution of the work between
different HTA bodies needs to be fair, and
the workload should be shared so that
different HTA bodies can be appointed as
assessors or co-assessors, distributing the
work evenly among them.
The work should not be concentrated in the
same HTA bodies, but each HTA body should
inform the cooperation on how many JCAs
they can take either as assessor or coassessor on an annual basis, and the
appointment of the assessor and of the coassessor should ensure a fair distribution
based on the expertise and the capacity of
each HTA body.
For less experienced HTA bodies, serving as
assessor or co-assessor is a capacity building
exercise, room should be given to less
experienced HTA bodies to increase their own
capacities, and this in full respect of quality
assurance.
Assessor and/or co-assessor should be

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless, it falls out of the
scope of this deliverable. It may be taken into account as a
future recommendation.
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encouraged to share the work with other
agencies, not necessarily on the entire
assessment, but on one or two parts, to
familiarise all HTA bodies with the work that
needs to be done.

Medtech
Europe (MTE)

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

7

6

7

“External
experts with
relevant indepth
specialized
expertise”
7, 2.1

This should be clarified (what does “in depth”
mean concretely), and we should call for
recent clinical experience

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
taken into account as this Guidance document refers to the
selection criteria of assessors and co-assessors and does not
include the external experts which are subject of another
deliverable D7.2.

It is stated in section 2.1 that external
experts can provide input to JCAs if
specialized expertise is not available within
the assessor and co-assessor organization.
However, no details are provided with
regards to the selection process, how
conflicts of interest will be avoided and
criteria of external experts in this guideline or
it refers to a SOP, which is not publicly
accessible. Therefore, for clarity and
transparency, we expect a future public
consultation on this topic and/or access to the
relevant SOP (either in redacted form or by
transporting the relevant information out to
the guideline).

Thank you for your comment. Your comment has not been
taken into account as this Guidance document refers to the
selection criteria of assessors and co-assessors and does not
include the external experts which are subject of another
deliverable D7.2.
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EAHP

7

20

Medtech
Europe (MTE)

7

21
Exceptional
circumstances
relating to
COI

Comment and suggestion for rewording

HOG response

Please insert each new comment in a new
row.

Furthermore, for transparency, we
recommend the creation of a pool of available
experts that is publicly accessible (such as
the pool of European Experts created by EMA:
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/aboutus/how-we-work/european-medicinesregulatory-network).
The name and the HTA bodies of the (co)assessors should be made public once the
choice/selection has been made.

The example given for obtaining written
statements from experts with a COI was rare
diseases, but we would also recommend
special consideration is given for a new
or a specialised medical device or
technology, along with specific medical
conditions that require expert advice

For the JCAs produced under EUnetHTA 21 consortium
agreement, only the names of the participating
HTAb/institutions will be publicly available. In the future,
according to the HTAR (Article 30: IT platform in the HTA
regulation), the publicly accessible webpage will contain an
up-to-date list of the members of the subgroups and their
appointed representatives, together with their qualifications
and areas of expertise and their declarations of conflict of
interest after the finalisation of the joint work.
Thank you for your comment. However, the COI falls out of
the scope of this guidance document as it is subject of
another deliverable: “Guidance for identifying and handling
conflict of interest (COI) and declaration of interest (DOI)”
available here. The procedural guidance outlines situations
where some cases of COI are acceptable for external experts.

Hereby we welcome more clarity as well on
when an exception can be made to use a
different assessor/co-assessor with a
COI. As well as specific devices, certain
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“specialist” conditions/health states should
also be taken into account and consideration
We believe that mitigations need to be in
place if experts with a COI are used, i.e.,
multiple experts submitting written
statements to provide fair balance
Eurordis

8

10-20

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

8

12, 3.1

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

8

14, 3.1

We suggest moving this paragraph at the
beginning of the text, to help the readers
making the difference between the
EUnetHTA21 framework and the HTAR one.

Thank you for your comment. It already stated in the initial
section (section 1.2) that “these criteria will be applicable under

As stated in section 3.1, this procedural
guideline only applies to selection criteria for
the JCA/CA assessor and co-assessor, i.e. it
does not apply to selection criteria for JSC
assessor and co-assessor. Therefore, for
clarity and transparency, we expect a future
public consultation of a comprehensive
guideline for JSC, if at all different from
JCA/JA to the same extent of details as
mentioned in our comment above related to
JCA/CA.
It is stated in section 3.1 that further
adaptation will be necessary in order to fully
align criteria for JCAs/CAs and JSCs. If
criteria is fully aligned, it may
compromise that the assessor and co-

Thank you for your comment. It may be taken into account
for the future.

the EUnetHTA 21 service contract only; however, they could also
be valid for HTAR after further adaptations.”

Thank you for your comment. The selection criteria of
assessors and co-assessors for JSC will be developed in the
future and they do not fall under the scope of the current
deliverable.
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assessor from different Member States
conduct the JCA according to Article 8(4) of
the HTAR and limit the number of eligible
HTA bodies/individuals.
Furthermore, please refer to the comment
above where we expect a future publication
consultation of a comprehensive guideline for
assessor and co-assessor selection for JSC, if
at all different from JCA/CA.
As stated in section 3.1, this procedural
guideline does not cover the procedural steps
for selection of assessor and co-assessors
and who is in charge of selecting them.
Moreover, the decision-making process is not
provided in this guideline, e.g. it is not clear
how a decision is made in case all the
selection criteria are fulfilled by more
than one or two HTA bodies.
This guideline also refers to other roles
(“dedicated reviewers”, “project
manager”, “observers”, “additional
members”, “external experts”) but does
not provide any details on these
different roles or refers to SOPs for further
details, which are not publicly accessible.

Thank you for your comment. The procedural steps and the
decision-making process for the appointment of assessors
and co-assessors, their role and responsibilities and the
description of the other roles mentioned in this document do
not fall under the scope of this deliverable. Nevertheless,
your comment might be taken into account as a future
recommendation.
As SOPs only describe the internal process, not the content
of the topic, they are considered internal documents and for
that reason are not publicly available. We confirm that no
additional selection criteria are mentioned in the referenced
SOPs. SOPs that do not contain crucial information have been
removed from the text, while in case of SOPs that include
relevant information, a summary has been included in the
text.

It remains unclear what all the different
roles and responsibilities within an
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assessment team are (including who will be
the main point of contact with health
technology developers during JCA
procedures), as well as the respective
selection process and criteria for each of
them, and decision-making process.
Again there is a lack of transparency which
makes it difficult to comment really
meaningful on the topic.

F. HoffmannLa Roche Ltd

8

16, 3.1

Therefore, we expect a future public
consultation on a more comprehensive
guideline covering all the above topics and/or
access to the relevant SOPs (either in
redacted form or by transporting the relevant
information out to the guideline).
It is stated in section 3.1 that the role of
observer could be relevant as a capabilitybuilding measure in the framework for
implementation of the HTAR. This reinforces
that it is of critical importance that JCA and
JSC assessors and co-assessors are timely
and appropriately trained on: (1) the new
framework, (2) guidelines and procedures for
EU joint work, (3) new methods as well as on
(4)any relevant EMA procedures.

Thank you for your comment. Nevertheless, it falls out of the
scope of this deliverable. It may be taken into account as a
future recommendation.

Along similar lines, it could be relevant to
establish a capability-building/transitional
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period during which the assessor and/or coassessor (for JCAs and JSCs) are from among
the HTA agencies who are members of the
current EUnetHTA 21 consortium.
The Guidance Document states that many of
the supporting SOPs are internal EUnetHTA21
documents and not publicly available even
though much of the guidance contained
within this document clearly relies on these
SOPs for both completeness and context. This
makes much of the guidance and its context
difficult to interpret or understand fully, thus
undermining the value of a public
consultation.

SOPs are considered internal documents and for that reason
are not publicly available. SOPs only describe the internal
process, not the content of the topic. We confirm that no
additional selection criteria are mentioned in the referenced
SOPs.
SOPs that do not contain crucial information will be removed
from the text, while in case of SOPs that include relevant
information, a summary will be included in the text.

It is essential that the consultations are
done with a spirit of transparency and
consultees are provided with all information
referenced in the guidance. If this
information is included in EUnetHTA21 SOPs,
then, these documents need to be made
available to ensure stakeholders are able to
make informed comments and all potential
considerations can be addressed during
consultation.
Takeda

General
p.7, 8

p.7 – line 1
 p.8 –
lines
2-4

A more nuanced concept of a Conflict of
Interest should be adopted distinguishing
between the envisaged role of the individual
in the context of the specific JCA and the
degree of anticipated CoI of the individual.
For example, the assessor/co-assessor or a

Thank you very much for your comment. However, the COI
falls out of the scope of this guidance document as it is
subject of another deliverable: “Guidance for identifying and
handling conflict of interest (COI) and declaration of interest
(DOI)” available here. The procedural guidance outlines
situations where some cases of COI is acceptable for external
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member of the assessment team, or
contractor to the team, should not have any
conflict of interest, whereas a stakeholder
(clinical expert, patient expert) providing
evidence or insights, which will be made
public as part of the JCA, could potentially
have associations/interactions considered
CoI, if that CoI is disclosed.

experts.

Conflicts of interests are often ones of degree
(some are more conflicted than others) and
especially when considered alongside the
criterion of expected contribution the
stakeholder/contributor/expert can provide.
There is often a trade-off between COI and
expertise, and as acknowledged in some
areas of medicine (eg. rare diseases,
oncology, ATMPs) engagement with
commercial entities such as pharmaceutical
companies is positively correlated with actual
level of expertise. Although full transparency
of any COI should be mandated (COI should
be captured and disclosed), the process
should not prohibit clinical experts from
participating in the process if they have had
any engagement for industry, particularly in
highly specialized areas such as rare diseases
and ATMPs. A pragmatic approach to
managing COI should be done not in
“exceptional circumstances” only
We recommend that the Guidance better
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reflects and accommodates such a trade-off
rather than adopting a hierarchy of exclusion
at the expense of poorer quality assessments.
The approach taken by the European
Medicines Agency in its Policy 0044 on the
handling of competing interests of scientific
committees’ members and experts could be
an appropriate starting point for the definition
of such a nuanced approach to handling
conflict of interests for the work to be carried
out under the HTAR.
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